automated draw gate: Autolift

4.1

Autolift
Many of the processes in dairy husbandry have already been automated.
This is however not the case for cow traffic management. The farmer still
has to open and close the gates himself. Autolift automatically moves several
cow traffic gates into certain positions to determine the desired route for a
chosen group of animals. This system is controlled via an app, which knows
all the configurations for cow traffic on your farm.
So what is new?
Automatic gates that are operated separately already exist. Autolift adds
configurations for cow traffic that can be used to control all the gates involved
as part of the cow traffic system.
To start with, all desired cow traffic configurations are programmed into the
Autolift app, determining open and closed positions for all these gates. This
system enables you to select a configuration with the app on your smartphone. All the gates concerned will now be in the desired position and cow
traffic can be set in motion. If the farmer then chooses a different configuration, the gates will automatically facilitate another cow route.
The system is easy to use and saves labour and time. The physical labour
of moving gates is now replaced by pressing a button on your smartphone.
This has changed cow traffic from a purely operational task to simple and
easy management.
The gates
The gates of the Autolift system are robustly constructed draw-up gates
which move up and down automatically. Draw-up gates are the least susceptible to being blocked by animals. When the gate goes up, the animals
in the neighbourhood will back away, and when the gates come down, the
animals that happen to be below the gate will sense this and get out of the
way. The materials used are robust and strong and able to withstand the
force the animals exert on them for many years.
When the gate is open, its position is easily high enough for a tractor to pass
under it. Thanks to the app's remote control function, the tractor driver can
simply remain seated in his cab. A gate can be open so high that it can be
difficult to lower a gate manually, but with the remote control it doesn't take
any effort at all.
Where should the system be used?
The larger the farm, the more relevant and time-consuming the walking
distances are. This can result in (expensive) milking equipment standing
idle, which of course costs money. Autolift increases productivity! Because
less physical effort is required., the work also becomes more pleasant. That
is why the Autolift has earned a place on all livestock farms, large and small.
Safety and error handling
Each gate is equipped with a number of buttons that allow the system to be
bypassed and the gates to be operated where they are. Motors can be easily
disconnected and gates can be operated manually. A safety setting limits the
traction capacity of the motors.
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270 - 330 / 330 - 440 / 440 - 550
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Autolift – stand alone
60 mm
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Mounting clip

60 mm

4.2

Anchorbolt

Robust electrically operated gate with push button operation.
The details:
• Support posts 89 mm;
• Partition barrier, beams 60 mm;
• Electric drive, mounted at the top;
• Counterweights fitted in the uprights;
• Required installation height at least 400 cm;
• When the gate is 'open' in its highest position, vertical clearance
is 280 cm;
• Vertical clearance (for manure robot) when the gate is 'closed
is 80 cm.
The technology:
• Drive; 0.37 kW reduction worm gearbox;
• Reduction worm gearbox, control box, push button, limit
switches and main switch completely pre-assembled;
• Each Autolift requires a 220V supply. Connect to the main
switch.
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The details:
• A5 version. Control box suitable for 1 - 5 Autolift gates;
• Extension module for max. 5 Autolift gates;
• One further extension module can be added in the A5 version. This means that up to 10
Autolift gates can be operated;
• B15 version. Control box suitable for 1 - 15 Autolift gates;
• A further 2 extension modules can be added in the B15 version. This means that up to 25
Autolift gates can be operated.
The technology:
• The control box for the A5 or B15 requires a 220V supply;
• Each individual Autolift control box must be connected to the A5 or B15 control box with
a shielded 8-core cable;
• The A5 or B15 control box creates its own Wi-Fi control network in the barn;
• The Autolift app can be used with Android and IOS, i.e. on most smartphones;
• The A5 or B15 control box can be programmed while the smartphone is within range of
the Wi-Fi control network in the barn. The Autolift gates can be operated individually or
in groups.
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Autolift, suitable for widths from 270 to 330 cm
Autolift, suitable for widths from 330 to 440 cm
Autolift, suitable for widths from 440 to 550 cm
Accessories
Anchor bolt M12 x 106 mm (4 per support post for
mounting to a concrete wall, 2 per support post for
mounting to base plate)
Bow bracket 76 mm (for mounting post to support
post 76 mm)
Bow bracket 80 (for mounting post to support
post 80)
Tap bolt M10x30
Self-locking nut M10

App - operation
The Autolift app enables the gates to be included in a group circuit,
which results in simultaneous movement. The user can create the
groups and define the cattle's movement himself. It is also possible
to have the gates operate at specified times.
Please note:
• Not included: various cables (electrical connection for each gate,
connection between the gates and the control box);
• Also not included: smartphone. The smartphone that is to be
used must have a standard version of Android of IOS.
31.24.010
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Control box A5 (for 1 - 5 Autolift gates)
Control box B15 (for 1 - 15 Autolift gates)
Extension module for max. 5 Autolift gates

61.06.073

Accessories
Shielded 8-core cable (LiYCY-p 4x2x0.5mm2)
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